
Hi everyone, we want to thank you for attending budgeting training. A few things, please 
make sure you’re muted. If you do have questions during the presentation, you can put 
them in the chat, or you can wait till the end where we will have a Q&A. FYI we haven’t 
done this in a couple years so expect this to be pretty rough around the edges. As you 
know, every student organization has a budget, and in the next 30 minutes we will be 
reviewing the process of requesting money for events not this year, but next year. 

If you are here on behalf of an Academic/Professional, Religious/Spiritual Life, or Political 
Organization, Class Council, Fraternity or Sorority Organization, or any organization that 
has an “Agency” account in SOFO, you are not required to be here and you may log off.  If 
you are unsure of your category, it is best that you stay to ensure that you meet the training 
requirement.



We’re going over a quick overview, then (most important) go over actually submitting your 
budget, then discuss the rules we expect you to follow. 



Attached here is the budgeting timeline. Please take photograph, these deadlines need to 
be hit or else your organizations will be penalized through ARC or at worst you won’t have 
a budget for next year. 



So budgeting is handled by SAAC, meaning SAAC leadership as seen here. 



As well as the student accountants who volunteer through SAAC. I’m sure you’re seeing 
some familiar faces here. Importantly, your student accountant by category is responsible 
for reviewing your budget. Lisbeth, in the top right for example, is the student accountant for 
all hobbies and interests groups, meaning that during our review process if you’re the BM 
for the astronomy club, then Lisbeth, is the one who takes the first look at your submission. 



Don’t get hung up on technicals we’ll cover those in a minute. For a quick overview, 
budgets will be submitted through CCC where they will be received by the student 
accountants. The accountants will make sure everything is okay then pass your submission 
through to SAAC committee. SAAC will make sure that you’re following the rules etc. Then 
pass a decision to your organization. We’ll almost always renew your old budgets for 
events as long as you’ve been filling out reflection forms. Generally, we won’t allocate for a 
new event unless your organization has done it in the past. So, if I’m MelFIG for example, I 
can’t ask to hold a $2000 program because… well…. we didn’t do it last semester. But, if 
MelFIG had asked for a supplemental last fall and had done well (ie. fill out the activity 
reflection forms), then… SAAC would consider adding the new event. 

So that in a nutshell is the process for most people. See the red box there? That is the 
appeal process. Say your organization feels that you didn’t violate a rule or you warrant an 
exception to the SAAC decision. Then, your organization will need to fill out an appeal form 
on ccc to discuss why you feel that your group is different etc. 

Before I show how budgets and exception forms are submitted through CCC, please take a 
picture here. 



So to walk through the submission process, know that budgets are submitted on CCC. Go 
to your organization, then get to your money, it says files on the ppt, that’s not true, go to 
money. 



You click on that, it’ll drop down then you hit the accounting book. That blue hyperlink will 
pop up then click there. 



The next step is like submitting a green form but for each event. Let me repeat that… every 
event that includes SAAC funding needs to have a budget, even your GIM. 



Here you see the main points to fill out. 



In the next step, you enter in your requested amounts. For some groups like club sports, it’s 
expected that you finance an equivalent amount to what you’re requesting. 



Last bit, say you’re requesting something in your budget that doesn’t follow SAAC funding 
policy. Say you want food for an event. If you feel that your organization merits an 
exception, then you fill out the budgeting exception form. Note two things. First, you actually 
need to understand and read our guidelines which is something I hope you do to request 
this. Second, don’t confuse this with the appeals process I talked about earlier, this is not 
the appeal process, that comes later 



Here we have an example, say and organization wants to travel beyond 400 miles of the 
university. Even if you’ve done events in the past which have typically gotten exceptions, 
you’re expected to fill out the form again. 



So how does SAAC look at budgets? The above are the primary factors the accountants 
look at when reviewing your submission. Up on the top in bold is the budgeting guidelines, 
which is the biggest variable for the committee. These are broken up into two categories, 
general funding guidelines, and mission-specific guidelines. These are the hard rules we 
fall back on when budgeting for events. They are written into law, literally we have a big pdf 
of all the rules which we will send to you, and I can’t emphasize how important it is for you 
all as BMs to understand our guidelines. We’re going to take the rest of our time to go 
through these one by one. 



I want to talk about our general guidelines. Look at the venn diagram, it’s like a venn
diagram of laws. Every organization has general guidelines, and mission-specific funding 
guidelines. You need to follow BOTH. They’re not one to one. Everyone, all organizations… 
from equestrian to engineers without borders they have the same general guidelines. But 
guidelines by category are different. They vary, so a academic professional organization 
has different funding rules than a club sports for example. 

But we’re starting with general, and again, these general guidelines apply to everyone and 
while they’re not the only rules, but they’re the big ones to follow. 



So to cover the general guidelines… again they apply to everyone. 



Additionally… 



Additionally… 



Next we have some predetermined rates, so things like gas, advertising etc. which is 
common enough to merit per event/mile basis. 





What we just covered were general guidelines and pre-determined rates. The last thing I 
want to cover today are our secondary rules, our guidelines by category. Again, these are 
category specific, and supersede the general rules. These guidelines were provided in the 
e-mail sent to all Business Managers yesterday, please save your questions until the Q & A 
part of the training.

If you are the Business Manager for an Awareness, Visual Arts, or Hobbies & Interests 
organization – the following guidelines do not apply to you.  We will be doing a Q&A after 
we go through these guidelines, so please feel free to stay until the end if you have 
questions. 





Club sports are unique in that they bring in dues. SAAC will match them on their dues, so if 
a club sport bring in $2000 in dues, then we will provide $2000 in dues. 



Club sports are subdivided into recreational and competitive, which differ in how much can 
be spent on coaching, and travel. 







Community org is different in that it allows for more flexibility around food and fundraising. 





Cultural and Identity based groups have rules around large scale events. 





Intercollegiate gets a lot of exceptions to rules from the general guidelines. 



We can break down intercollegiate by additional funding sources. 



Two more 





Last one



Performing art rules revolve around ECM, coaching, and costumes. 




